Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a dominantly inherited disease caused by hyperactivation of the mTORC1 pathway and characterized by the development of hamartomas and benign tumors, including in the brain. Among the neurological manifestations associated with TSC, the tumor progression of static subependymal nodules (SENs) into subependymal giant cell astrocytomas (SEGAs) is one of the major causes of morbidity and shortened life expectancy. To date, mouse modeling has failed in reproducing these 2 lesions. Here we report that simultaneous hyperactivation of mTORC1 and Akt pathways by codeletion of Tsc1 and Pten, selectively in postnatal neural stem cells (pNSCs), is required for the formation of bona fide SENs and SEGAs. Notably, both lesions closely recapitulate the pathognomonic morphological and molecular features of the corresponding human abnormalities. The establishment of long-term expanding pNSC lines from mouse SENs and SEGAs made possible the identification of mTORC2 as one of the mediators conferring tumorigenic potential to SEGA pNSCs. Notably, in spite of concurrent Akt hyperactivation in mouse brain lesions, single mTOR inhibition by rapamycin was sufficient to strongly impair mouse SEGA growth. This study provides evidence that, concomitant with mTORC1 hyperactivation, sustained activation of Akt and mTORC2 in pNSCs is a mandatory step for the induction of SENs and SEGAs, and, at the same time, makes available an unprecedented NSC-based in vivo/in vitro model […]
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Introduction
Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is a dominantly inherited disease caused by hyperactivation of the mTORC1 pathway and characterized by the development of hamartomas and benign tumors, including in the brain. Among the neurological manifestations associated with TSC, the tumor progression of static subependymal nodules (SENs) into subependymal giant cell astrocytomas (SEGAs) is one of the major causes of morbidity and shortened life expectancy. To date, mouse modeling has failed in reproducing these 2 lesions. Here we report that simultaneous hyperactivation of mTORC1 and Akt pathways by codeletion of Tsc1 and Pten, selectively in postnatal neural stem cells (pNSCs), is required for the formation of bona fide SENs and SEGAs. Notably, both lesions closely recapitulate the pathognomonic morphological and molecular features of the corresponding human abnormalities. The establishment of long-term expanding pNSC lines from mouse SENs and SEGAs made possible the identification of mTORC1 as one of the mediators conferring tumorigenic potential to SEGAs pNSCs. Notably, in spite of concurrent Akt hyperactivation in mouse brain lesions, single mTOR inhibition by rapamycin was sufficient to strongly impair mouse SEGA growth. This study provides evidence that, concomitant with mTORC1 hyperactivation, sustained activation of Akt and mTORC2 in pNSCs is a mandatory step for the induction of SENs and SEGAs, and, at the same time, makes available an unprecedented NSC-based in vivo/in vitro model to be exploited for identifying actionable targets in TSC.
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Results

Early-postnatal targeted inactivation of Tsc1 and Pten in SVZ pNSCs induces the formation of periventricular focal nodular lesions. Patients’ SENs and SEGAs arise in the SVZ, which surrounds the lateral ventricles and comprises NSCs that persist postnatally (16). To test whether Tsc1 and Pten loss of function in this compartment might lead to the development of the periventricular nodular lesions, close resemblance of human SENs and SEGAs, in terms of histology, cellular composition, and molecular pattern. From these lesions, we successfully isolated long-term expanding pNSCs, which were endowed with a distinctive cellular and molecular phenotype. Notably, SEGAs-derived pNSCs were also able to give rise to SEGAs-like lesions upon transplantation, thus indicating that these pNSCs may represent a valuable preclinical model of TSC brain abnormalities.

Figure 1. Targeted inactivation of Tsc1 and Pten in early-postnatal SVZ NSCs promotes the development of SVZ aberrant structures, reminiscent of SENs. (A) Intraventricular nodular lesions were retrieved in the brains of TPN mice activated at P10 (H&E; original magnification ×40 and ×400) and were never found in controls (H&E, ×40). The lesions comprised small cells that lay within a gliofibrillary matrix (H&E, ×400) and were pS6-IR, GFAP-IR, NeuN-IR, and DCX-IR (IHC and immunofluorescence [IF], ×100 and ×400; controls, ×40, ×100, ×400 for inset and DCX/GFAP staining). GFAP-IR and NeuN-IR cells were often colabeled for pS6 (IHC and immunofluorescence [IF], ×400). GFAP and DCX expression was never retrieved in the same cells (×400). (B) The stem cell markers Pax6 and Sox2 were expressed only in the small cells of the lesions at low levels (original magnification, mutant, ×40, ×100, and ×400; controls, ×40 and ×100), whereas the early neuronal marker Tuj1 was found in the majority of the cells (×40, ×200, and ×400). The late oligodendroglial marker MBP was never expressed in the lesions (×40, ×100, and ×400). (C) S100β immunoreactivity was restricted to ependymal cells and was never found in the nodular lesions (×40 and ×100; controls, ×40 and ×100). Few Iba1-IR microglial cells and vimentin-IR reactive glial cells were retrieved in the nodular lesions (×40 and ×200; controls, ×40 and ×100). The mitotic index of the lesions as measured by Ki67 was very low (×40 and ×200).
Interestingly, 27–32 days after TMX administration, both TPN and TPN-tdT mice showed the presence of multiple alterations distributed along the SVZ bilaterally (Figure 1A and Supplemental Figure 2A). Such abnormalities, which were tdT+ (Supplemental Figure 2A), included an aberrant expansion of the upper SVZ as well as several circumscribed nodules protruding in the lateral ventricles that were also significantly enlarged. Ectopic bulb-like ventral structures, located in the proximity of the interventricular foramen and similar to those described in single Ts c1c/c Nestin-CreER T2+ mice (7, 11) and Ptenc/c Nestin-CreER T2+ mice (15), were also found (Supplemental Figure 2A). Most of the tdT+ cells within all nodules hyperactivated mTORC1, as shown by pS6 staining, and were GFAP-IR (Supplemental Figure 2, B and C).

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) indicated that the lesions retrieved along the ventricular walls of mutant mice, including those located ventrally, were made up of small cells dispersed within a gliofibrillary matrix, with only few large cells observed (Figure 1A). Most cells in the lesions were pS6-IR. Interestingly, GFAP expression was retrieved in the reactive astrocytes contributing to the gliofibrillary matrix as well as in the pS6-IR small cells within the lesions (Figure 1A and Supplemental Figure 2C). The nodules comprised also ectopic NeuN-IR mature neuronal cells that were pS6-IR as well as a high frequency of DCX-IR neuroblasts. Colabeling of neuronal and glial markers (i.e., DCX and GFAP) was never retrieved in the same cell.

As opposed to the ventrally located nodules described in the single Ts c1 mutant mouse model (7), both dorsal and ventral lesions in P10 TPN mice comprised cells that expressed stem cell markers such as Pax6, and, to a lower extent, Sox2, suggesting...
Notably, all lesions showed increased pAkt T308 activation, as expected in light of the relief of the negative feedback after Pten loss (Figure 2A). Only modest activation of pErk was retrieved in the nodules, which was mostly restricted to cells within the SVZ (Figure 2A and Supplemental Figure 2D). Activation of mTORC2, as measured by pNdrg1, was never observed (Figure 2A).

To assess whether treatment with mTOR inhibitors could revert the mutant phenotype in terms of overall survival, behavior, and development of periventricular lesions, we administered rapamycin i.p. to P10 TPN mice (n = 8) every 48 hours from P19, that a fraction of cells within these lesions retained an immature phenotype (Figure 1B). Accordingly, most cells expressed the early neuronal marker Tuj1, while being negative for the mature oligodendroglial marker MBP (Figure 1B).

S100β expression was present in the ependymal layer that lined the ventricles but not in the nodules, which comprised activated inflammatory Iba1-IR cells and a few vimentin-positive reactive astrocytes (Figure 1C). Notably, the proliferation index of the lesions by Ki67 was negligible, further underlining their benign and static nature (Figure 1C).

Notably, all lesions showed increased pAkt T308 activation, as expected in light of the relief of the negative feedback after Pten loss (Figure 2A). Only modest activation of pErk was retrieved in the nodules, which was mostly restricted to cells within the SVZ (Figure 2A and Supplemental Figure 2D). Activation of mTORC2, as measured by pNdrg1, was never observed (Figure 2A).

To assess whether treatment with mTOR inhibitors could revert the mutant phenotype in terms of overall survival, behavior, and development of periventricular lesions, we administered rapamycin i.p. to P10 TPN mice (n = 8) every 48 hours from P19,
when some of the SVZ alterations were already detectable (Supplemental Figure 2E), up to P75. All mutant mice treated by this regimen increased in size and were alive and healthy at the latest time points assessed (i.e., 2 times the lifespan of vehicle-treated mutant mice), whereas all vehicle-treated mutant mice died at the expected time points. Accordingly, mTOR inhibitor–treated mutant mice did not show any clear periventricular alteration, and their brain cytoarchitecture was identical to that of controls, also in terms of signaling pathway activation (Figure 2B).

All together, these findings suggest that the intraventricular lesions forming after deletion of both Tsc1 and Pten in NSCs at P10 might resemble the benign and static SEN-like lesions found in TSC patients.

The nodular lesions developing in early-postnatally activated TPN mice closely resemble the corresponding human SENs. To assess whether the lesions in TPN mice activated early-postnatally were reminiscent of the human counterpart, we performed an unprecedented immunohistochemistry-based (IHC-based) comparative analysis with human TSC patient specimens (Figure 3 and Table 1). Remarkably, many morphological and molecular features displayed by the lesions developing in TPN mice activated at P10 or P10–11 (not shown) were the same as observed in human SENs (postmortem specimens, n = 3).

Indeed, human SENs comprised many small cells interspersed within a gliofibrillary matrix with only very few large and multinucleated cells retrieved (Figure 3A). Many cells within the human lesions showed hyperactivation of pS6 and, unexpectedly, pAKT$\text{T_{308}}$, suggesting that the mTORC1-dependent negative feedback might not be in place in human SENs (Figure 3B). Some small cells within human SENs expressed GFAP that was more abundant in cells of the gliofibrillary matrix; few cells were positive for NeuN (Figure 3C). Small cells were also positive for the stem cell markers PAX6 and SOX2. Many cells expressed the early neuronal marker Tuj1. Similarly to GFAP expression, vimentin was mostly retrieved in reactive glial cells, with small nonglial cells only rarely being positive (Figure 3D). Some Iba1-IR microglial cells were found, whereas S100$\beta$-IR cells were never retrieved (not shown).

Most interestingly, only occasional cells in human SENs did activate pERK, as previously reported (ref. 13 and Figure 3D). Activation of pNDRG1 was never detected (not shown).

Thus, the aberrant structures developing in early-activated TPN mice are endowed with the very same traits retrieved in human SENs and do qualify as SENs.

Late-postnatal targeted inactivation of Tsc1 and Pten in SVZ pNSCs promotes the development of expansive intraventricular lesions. To test whether late activation of Tsc1/Pten deletion in SVZ pNSCs might allow the formation of lesions displaying features of SEGAs, we administered TMX to TPN mice in 2 distinct time windows, i.e., P15–17 (n = 10) and P24–26 (n = 7). TPN mice treated at P15–17 showed only minor defects in body growth, while displaying a highly enlarged brain (Supplemental Figure 3A). Conversely, mice treated at P24–26 did not show any macroscopic pathological phenotype (not shown). Accordingly,
TPN mice treated at P15–17 survived for up to 90 days, with the majority of mutant mice dying around 60 days (Supplemental Figure 3B) owing to a general deterioration of the clinical conditions that was reminiscent of that observed in P10 TPN mice and was again likely dependent on the onset of cerebellar defects (Supplemental Figure 3A). TPN mice activated at very late time points, when cerebellar neurogenesis is over, were still alive and in good health 175 days after birth (Supplemental Figure 3B).

Lineage tracing in P15–17 TPN-tdt mice 48 hours after TMX activation indicated that many tdT+ cells were retrieved in the SVZ, whereas in P24–26 TPN mice they were reduced in number (Supplemental Figure 3, C–E). In both types of mice, tdT+ cells were nestin-IR and GFAP-IR and were still located among tdT+/S100β-IR ependymal cells (Supplemental Figure 3, D and E).

When analyzed 80 days after birth, P15–17 TPN and TPN-tdt mice developed bilateral bulgy structures (Figure 4A and Supplemental Figure 4A), located in the upper portion of the ventricles and gradually erupting ventrally when moving anteroposteriorly (Supplemental Figure 4A), with pS6-IR (Supplemental Figure 4B) and GFAP-IR (Supplemental Figure 4C) tdT+ cells found all throughout the lesions.

By H&E, P15–17 TPN lesions, which presented as well-demarcated intraventricular masses and did not invade the periventricular parenchyma, comprised 2 main morphologically distinct cell populations: some small astrocyte-like cellular elements, and many pS6-IR SEGA-typical giant cells, containing nuclei showing fine granular chromatin, distinct nucleoli, and glassy cytoplasm (Figure 4A). Both cell types were comprised within a gliobriillary matrix, which was predominantly composed of GFAP-IR reactive glial cells, with very few clusters of GFAP-IR cells being also pS6-IR (Figure 4A). This was at odds with SENs, in which many GFAP-IR cells in the nodular lesion were also pS6-IR. Only scant cells expressing the mature neuronal marker NeuN were present in P15–17 TPN lesions, few of them being pS6-IR (Figure 4A). DCX-IR cells, which did not colabel with GFAP, were also detected and, as opposed to pS6-IR cells, were mostly small in size and restricted to the lesion boundary (Figure 4A). Notably, their frequency and staining intensity in the lesions were lower than in mouse SENs.

The expression of the stem cell markers Pax6, Sox2, and Tuj1 was found at the same frequency observed in SENs, with Pax6 staining in P15–17 TPN lesions being restricted to giant cells (Figure 4B). As opposed to SENs, several MBP-IR cells were scattered throughout P15–17 TPN lesions (Figure 4B).

Interestingly, the S100β-IR ependymal layer in P15–17 TPN lesions was intact, as in human SEGAs, in which ependymal integrity is known to limit the dissemination of tumor cells in the liquor. In contrast with SENs, many S100β-IR cells that were not ependymal were also found in the lesions (Figure 4C). Iba1-IR activated microglial cells as well as vimentin-IR reactive glial cells were detected at higher frequency in these lesions than in SENs, suggesting the activation of a general inflammatory response (Figure 4C). As in SENs, low mitotic activity was observed (Figure 4C).

As in SENs, pAktT308 hyperactivation was again observed, in particular in the SEGA-typical large cells (Figure 5A). Most notably, a significantly higher phosphorylation of Erk (Figure 5A and Supplemental Figure 4D) and Ndrg1 (Figure 5A), mainly confined to small cells, was retrieved in these lesions than in SENs.

The same bulb-like ventral abnormalities observed in P10 TPN mice were retrieved also in P15–17 TPN mice (Figure 5B), but in this case they did acquire very clear features of SEGA, e.g., the presence of giant cells and the activation of pErk and pNdrg1, as opposed to SEN-like lesions previously detected in single Tsc1 mutant mice (ref. 7 and not shown).

As done for SEN-bearing mice, we subjected TPN mice activated at P15–17 (n = 8) to rapamycin treatment from P24 to P185, and, again, observed full recovery of mutant mice and absence of any periventricular lesion (Figure 5B).

Most remarkably, very late TMX activation of tdT-TPN and TPN mice at P24–26 induced the formation of focal and discrete SEGA-like lesions (Supplemental Figure 4, E and F) that were characterized by a strong enhancement of the SEGA phenotype. Indeed, in addition to the 2 populations of small and giant cells observed in P15–17 TPN lesions, a third cell population made up of spindle-shaped fascicular cells was also detected (Supplemental Figure 4F). Hyperactivation of pErk and pNdrg1 was observed not only in the small cell component, but also in large cells (Supplemental Figure 4F). Immunofluorescence on tdT-TPN mice activated at P24–26 confirmed the same pattern retrieved by IHC for pS6 and pERK and highlighted the presence of a few GFAP-IR tdT+ cells (Supplemental Figure 4G).

Overall, the lesions forming in P15–17 and P24–26 TPN mice showed benign tumor-like features, such as enlarged cellular mass, reduced cell differentiation, enhanced growth pathway activation, and increased inflammation, thus potentially qualifying as SEGAs.

The abnormal structures developing in late-postnatally activated TPN mice display the same pathognomonic features as human SEGAs. To confirm the SEGA nature of the above-described lesions, we compared them with human specimens by IHC and found that the mouse lesions developing in TPN mice activated at P15–17 and P24–26 (Figures 4 and 5 and Supplemental Figure 4) did share many morphological features and marker expression with patients’ SEGAs (Figure 6 and Table 1). These specimens, all obtained after surgical resection (n = 15; Supplemental Table 1), were heterogeneous in terms of cell composition. The common morphological trait among different patients’ samples was the abundant gliobriillary matrix, again made up mostly of reactive astrocytes (Figure 6A), in which distinct cell populations were intermixed, although in variable proportions in different patients’ samples. Three main cell types were reported: (a) cells with ganglionic, balloon-like morphology, very large soma, peripheral nucleus, and eosinophilic glassy cytoplasm, in some cases also bi- or multinucleated (Figure 6B); (b) small cells with glial appearance (Figure 6B); and (c) small/normal-sized cells with a central nucleus, spindle morphology, and long processes intersecting as fascicles (Figure 6C). Notably, both human and mouse lesions did comprise several multinucleated cells (Figure 6B).

All human SEGA samples hyperactivated pS6 and, very interestingly, pAKT T308 again underlining the unexpected lack of activation of the negative-feedback loop in patients’ tumors (Figure 7A). GFAP expression was found mostly in reactive astrocytes and rarely in cells with giant morphology, whereas DCX was expressed only in a few clusters of cells (Figure 7A). Human SEGAs expressed SOX2 and PAX6 as well as Tuj1 at very
high levels in the majority of cells (Figure 7B). NeuN expression was never detected (not shown). Interestingly, S100β and vimentin expression was retrieved not only in small reactive astrocytes but also in giant and spindle-shaped cells (Figure 7C).

The inflammatory response in human SEGAs was very high, as indicated by the frequency of Iba1-IR activated microglia (Figure 7C). Most significantly, the majority of human SEGA samples hyperactivated pNDRG1 and pERK (Figure 7D).
The lesions forming after deletion of both \( Tsc1 \) and \( Pten \) in NSCs at late postnatal stages faithfully reproduced the SEGAs developing in TSC patients.

Postnatal NSCs isolated from SENs and SEGAs developing in TPN mice retain molecular and cellular features of their lesion of origin. To determine whether TPN-derived abnormalities did comprise NSCs, we subjected distinct mouse SENs and SEGAs to neurosphere assay (6, 9). We successfully established long-term expanding pNSC lines from both types of mutant lesions (\( n = 6 \) from SENs and \( n = 4 \) from SEGAs); these pNSC lines underwent efficient ablation of \( Tsc1 \) and \( Pten \), as shown by genomic DNA PCR analysis (Supplemental Figure 5A).

Under proliferative culture conditions, SEN and SEGA pNSCs were more adhesive than controls, with SEGA pNSCs being multinucleated and showing a highly aberrant morphology (Figure 8A).

To test whether mTORC1 hyperactivation in pNSCs affected their multilineage differentiation potential, we analyzed them before and after differentiation by immunofluorescence (Figure 8B). As expected, pS6 was more highly phosphorylated in SEN and SEGA pNSCs than in controls, even when triggered to terminal differentiation (Figure 8B and Supplemental Table 2). Similarly, whereas control and mutant pNSCs did express the undifferentiated progenitor marker nestin when proliferating, only mutant pNSCs continued to express nestin upon differentiation, suggesting that mutant pNSCs remained immature (Figure 8B). Accordingly, while control pNSCs properly matured into Tuj1-IR neurons, GFAP-IR astrocytes, and GalC-IR oligodendrocytes, mutant pNSC-derived progeny contained many aberrant GFAP-IR cells and few Tuj1-IR, which were often abnormally colabeled with GFAP (Figure 8B and Supplemental Table 3), with no GalC-IR oligodendrocytes detected (Figure 8B).

When analyzed in comparison with their matched controls for the activation of selected molecular pathways by Western blotting (Figure 8C), both SEN and SEGA pNSCs showed lack of \( Tsc1 \) and \( Pten \), as well as downregulation of \( Tsc2 \). In line with in vivo results, hyperactivation of pS6 and of its upstream activator pS6K was found in mutant pNSCs. Hyperphosphorylation of pAktT308 was retrieved in mutant pNSCs as compared with controls, confirming that the negative feedback active on Akt was relieved upon \( Pten \) deletion. Similarly, higher phosphorylation of the mTORC2 regulatory subunit mSin1T86 as well as of mTORC2 downstream effectors such as pAktS473 and pNdrG1 was observed in mutant as compared with control pNSCs, indicating increased signaling through mTORC2. The Akt downstream target pGsk3β was also hyperphosphorylated in mutant pNSCs.

Interestingly, when we compared the activation level of the different signaling pathways in SEN versus SEGA pNSCs, we found that pNdrG1, pErk, and pGsk3β were more highly hyperactivated in SEGA than in SEN pNSCs (Figure 8C), thus proposing them as potential SEGA-specific markers.

Quantitative analysis by Western blot indicated that, even upon differentiation, pAkt (Figure 9A and Supplemental Table 2) remained hyperactivated in both SEN and SEGA pNSC-derived progeny, with pNdrG1 and pErk being also more highly phosphorylated in SEGA than in SEN progeny (Figure 9, A and B, and Supplemental Table 2). Overall, these data suggest that the persistent activation of these pathways was likely involved in the impaired differentiation of mutant pNSCs.

Thus, the lesions forming after deletion of both \( Tsc1 \) and \( Pten \) in NSCs at late postnatal stages faithfully reproduced the SEGAs developing in TSC patients.

Postnatal NSCs isolated from SENs and SEGAs developing in TPN mice retain molecular and cellular features of their lesion of origin. To determine whether TPN-derived abnormalities did comprise NSCs, we subjected distinct mouse SENs and SEGAs to neurosphere assay (6, 9). We successfully established long-term expanding pNSC lines from both types of mutant lesions (\( n = 6 \) from SENs and \( n = 4 \) from SEGAs); these pNSC lines underwent efficient ablation of \( Tsc1 \) and \( Pten \), as shown by genomic DNA PCR analysis (Supplemental Figure 5A).

Under proliferative culture conditions, SEN and SEGA pNSCs were more adhesive than controls, with SEGA pNSCs being multinucleated and showing a highly aberrant morphology (Figure 8A).

To test whether mTORC1 hyperactivation in pNSCs affected their multilineage differentiation potential, we analyzed them before and after differentiation by immunofluorescence (Figure 8B). As expected, pS6 was more highly phosphorylated in SEN and SEGA pNSCs than in controls, even when triggered to terminal differentiation (Figure 8B and Supplemental Table 2). Similarly, whereas control and mutant pNSCs did express the undifferentiated progenitor marker nestin when proliferating, only mutant pNSCs continued to express nestin upon differentiation, suggesting that mutant pNSCs remained immature (Figure 8B). Accordingly, while control pNSCs properly matured into Tuj1-IR neurons, GFAP-IR astrocytes, and GalC-IR oligodendrocytes, mutant pNSC-derived progeny contained many aberrant GFAP-IR cells and few Tuj1-IR, which were often abnormally colabeled with GFAP (Figure 8B and Supplemental Table 3), with no GalC-IR oligodendrocytes detected (Figure 8B).

When analyzed in comparison with their matched controls for the activation of selected molecular pathways by Western blotting (Figure 8C), both SEN and SEGA pNSCs showed lack of \( Tsc1 \) and \( Pten \), as well as downregulation of \( Tsc2 \). In line with in vivo results, hyperactivation of pS6 and of its upstream activator pS6K was found in mutant pNSCs. Hyperphosphorylation of pAktT308 was retrieved in mutant pNSCs as compared with controls, confirming that the negative feedback active on Akt was relieved upon \( Pten \) deletion. Similarly, higher phosphorylation of the mTORC2 regulatory subunit mSin1T86 as well as of mTORC2 downstream effectors such as pAktS473 and pNdrG1 was observed in mutant as compared with control pNSCs, indicating increased signaling through mTORC2. The Akt downstream target pGsk3β was also hyperphosphorylated in mutant pNSCs.

Interestingly, when we compared the activation level of the different signaling pathways in SEN versus SEGA pNSCs, we found that pNdrG1, pErk, and pGsk3β were more highly hyperactivated in SEGA than in SEN pNSCs (Figure 8C), thus proposing them as potential SEGA-specific markers.

Quantitative analysis by Western blot indicated that, even upon differentiation, pAkt (Figure 9A and Supplemental Table 2) remained hyperactivated in both SEN and SEGA pNSC-derived progeny, with pNdrG1 and pErk being also more highly phosphorylated in SEGA than in SEN progeny (Figure 9, A and B, and Supplemental Table 2). Overall, these data suggest that the persistent activation of these pathways was likely involved in the impaired differentiation of mutant pNSCs.
10 and 13. All types of subcutaneous lesions activated pS6, pAkt, pErk, and pNdrg1 (Figure 10B and Supplemental Figure 6) and expressed several SEGA-specific markers (Supplemental Figure 6), implying that pNSCs did preserve their SEGA-like features even in vivo.

To corroborate these findings from a molecular standpoint, we subjected subcutaneous SEGAs to transcriptional profiling by RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq). Interestingly, many genes that were upregulated in pNSC-derived mouse SEGAs versus control pNSCs (with log2 fold change ranging from 5 to 8) (Figure 10C) were highly expressed also in the corresponding human TSC lesions, e.g., Gpnmb (6, 19, 20), Mpeg1 (20), Ltf, and Sln (19) (Supplemental Table 5 and Supplemental Figure 7). Notably, Gpnmb, one of the 10 top-ranking upregulated genes in mouse SEGAs (Figure 10C), was confirmed as being overexpressed more than 200 times in mouse SEGAs over control pNSCs by quantitative PCR analysis (Figure 10C).

Then, we formally assessed whether the gene signatures qualifying mouse SEGAs correlated with the gene expression profiles of human SEGAs by gene set enrichment analysis. To this end, we selected all the genes expressed in mouse SEGAs as compared with control pNSCs and queried this list with the genes that were upregulated in the comparison between 13 human SEGA samples and control brain tissues (20). Remarkably, almost all genes overexpressed in human SEGAs positively correlated with those upregulated in mouse SEGAs (Figure 10D and Supplemental Table 6).

Next, to further test the degree of molecular commonality between mouse and human brain lesions, we exploited mutational data derived from human SEN/SEGA specimens (20) and assessed whether somatic mutations could be retrieved in the human PTEN locus or in protein known to interact with PTEN (21). Notably, no
mTORC2. To this end, we silenced Rictor, the mTORC2-specific subunit, in TPN SEGA pNSC line L1 by RNAi. Significant knock-down of Rictor and reduced activation of the mTORC2 subunit pmSin1T86 as well as of the mTORC2 downstream effectors pNdrg1 and pAktS473 were achieved by means of lentiviral shRNAs (Figure 11A). Remarkably, shRNA Rictor–transduced pNSCs gave rise to tumors that were significantly reduced in size as compared with empty vector–infected lesions (Figure 11B). Accordingly, Rictor-silenced tumors retained a significant decrease in mTORC2 activation (Figure 11C) and displayed a strong reduction in SEGA-like features, as large and giant cells were not found (Figure 11D).

mutations were retrieved either in PTEN or in members of its interactome (data not shown). However, in line with the hyperactivation of AKT in human SENs and SEGAs that we described above, AKT-related pathways and their associated genes were significantly enriched within the transcripts upregulated in human SEGAs by Enrichr-based analysis (Supplemental Table 7).

To pinpoint the mechanism(s) responsible for the evolution of SENs into SEGAs, as recapitulated ex vivo by the exclusive tumorigenic ability of SEGA-derived pNSCs, we interfered with the expression of one of the pathways that were hyperactive in SEGAs versus SEN lesions as well as in SEGAs versus SEN pNSCs, i.e., mTORC2. To this end, we silenced Rictor, the mTORC2-specific subunit, in TPN SEGA pNSC line L1 by RNAi. Significant knock-down of Rictor and reduced activation of the mTORC2 subunit pmSin1T86 as well as of the mTORC2 downstream effectors pNdrg1 and pAktS473 were achieved by means of lentiviral shRNAs (Figure 11A). Remarkably, shRNA Rictor–transduced pNSCs gave rise to tumors that were significantly reduced in size as compared with empty vector–infected lesions (Figure 11B). Accordingly, Rictor-silenced tumors retained a significant decrease in mTORC2 activation (Figure 11C) and displayed a strong reduction in SEGA-like features, as large and giant cells were not found (Figure 11D).
body weight, food/water intake, and activity. Overall, both rapamycin and PI-103 showed inhibitory activity up to 63 days after transplant in vivo (Figure 12A). However, a significant — more than 5-fold — and persistent reduction in average tumor size was observed at 71 days only in mice treated with rapamycin as compared with those treated with vehicle and PI-103 (Figure 12B). In line with these findings, whereas both vehicle- and PI-103–treated tumors comprised atypical cells with large eosinophilic cytoplasm and spindle-shaped cells with hyperchromatic elongated nuclei and numerous mitotic figures and necrotic foci, rapamycin-treat-

Single mTOR inhibition is a more effective strategy than dual PI3K-mTOR blockade in hampering mouse SEGA growth. To assess whether single mTOR or dual PI3K-mTOR inhibition could elicit distinct responses in terms of SEGA growth by differentially inhibiting Pten loss–induced Akt activation, SEGA pNSCs were implanted s.c. into nude mice, and, when tumor volume reached 10–20 mm³ 42 days after transplant, animals were randomized and treated for 5 days a week with either rapamycin (6 mg/kg) or the dual PI3K-mTOR inhibitor PI-103 (5 mg/kg) (22) up to 4 weeks. Mice treated with either drug did not show any sign of toxicity based on

Figure 8. Postnatal NSCs isolated from SENs and SEGAs developing in TPN mice retain molecular and cellular features of their lesion of origin. (A) Phase contrast microphotographs highlight the increased adhesive behavior of mutant pNSCs as compared with controls (representative P15–17 TPN pNSCs line L1; original magnification, ×400). SEGA-derived pNSC cultures contained multinucleated cells (representative P15–17 TPN pNSCs line L90; red, cortactin; green, nestin; ×800). (B) Both undifferentiated and differentiated P10 and P15–17 TPN cultures (L22 and L1) showed higher pS6 phosphorylation and nestin expression than controls (L26 and L4) (×400). Abnormal expression of neuronal and glial markers, such as Tuj1, GFAP, and GalC-IR, was retrieved by IF in both undifferentiated and differentiated P10 and P15–17 mutant cultures as compared with controls (×400). Data are representative of 3 pairs of pNSC lines for each activation time. (C) WB of undifferentiated P10 and P15–17 pNSCs highlighted efficient deletion of Tsc1 (*specific band) and Pten as well as different hyperactivation of mTORC1, Akt, ERK, and mTORC2 in mutant versus control pNSCs, with pERK and mTORC2 being more activated in SEGA pNSCs than in SEN pNSCs.
ed tumors were characterized by low cellularity and by cells with large eosinophilic cytoplasm and round or oval nuclei with 1 or more prominent nucleoli (Figure 12C). Spindle-shaped cells were scarcely represented, mitotic figures were sporadic, and no necrotic foci were found (Figure 12C). Accordingly, tumors treated with rapamycin showed a much higher extent of pS6, pAktT308/S473 and pNdrgl inhibition than those treated with the dual inhibitor (Figure 12C). As opposed to rapamycin, PI-103 did not effectively inhibit mTORC2, as shown by persistent pAktS473 and pNdrgl hyperactivation (Figure 12C), thus supporting the main role of mTORC2 activation in promoting SEGA development and growth and the requirement for its inhibition to achieve significant SEGA reduction (Figure 11, A–D).

Discussion

Although the lesions developing in the brains of several TSC mouse models showed some degree of similarity to those retrieved in patients, none of these mutants gave rise to well-defined SENs and full-blown SEGAs (10). The latter lesions are thought to evolve from SENs and are a frequent cause of morbidity in TSC patients, having also a significant impact on patients' quality of life. Thus, the generation of in vivo preclinical models reproducing these 2 disease manifestations is strongly needed.

To this end, we exploited a combined deletion strategy, by which we ablated in pNSCs not only the TSC disease gene Tsc1, as previously performed by different groups (10), but also the tumor suppressor Pten. By this approach, we impaired the Pten restraining function on the PI3K/Akt cascade, thus relieving the S6K1-dependent inhibitory feedback loop impinging on Akt. Thus, we achieved the sustained hyperactivation of mTORCI and, at the same time, of Akt in pNSCs. Interestingly, activating mutations in different components of the PI3K/Akt axis, such as PIK3CA, PI3KR, and AKT3, have been associated with a variety of developmental brain disorders (4). Accordingly, AKT hyperactivation through PTEN loss has been recently shown to promote cell cycle reentry and to delay neuronal differentiation in human neural progenitors (23). Most significantly, and quite unexpectedly, AKT hyperactivation has been previously reported in both human SENs and SEGAs (12, 13).

We set out to exploit the same gene inactivation strategy described in seminal prior publications (7, 11, 15), i.e., deleting the genes of interest in pNSCs, thus endowing mice with a longer survival than through embryonic targeting. At the same time, this strategy allows delivery of gene deletion to a small number of cells, thus ideally achieving the generation of focal abnormalities.

Notably, the lesions induced by TMX activation at relatively close-in-time postnatal stages were very different phenotypically and molecularly. One possible reason for this might lie in the different nature of the cells targeted by gene deletion at each stage. We selected different time windows of nestin-driven Cre recombinase, which included distinct stages of development of the postnatal SVZ, characterized by different features and involving several types of progenitors (24). Radial glia is the prevalent gliarial cell population in the perinatal and early postnatal stages and expresses nestin (24). At P10, nestin-positive radial glia undergoes changes in shape and orientation, to eventually transform into adult SVZ astrocytes, whereas at P15 nestin-positive radial glial cells start to decrease in number and GFAP-IR glial cells appear, although not yet organized as glial tubes. At P24, nestin-expressing cells are very few, and glial cells consistently aggregated to form a glial meshwork homogeneously distributed in the whole SVZ area. Thus, the different phenotypes of the lesions developing at different stages might be explained by different types of pNSCs being targeted and by a different SVZ niche composition.

Another explanation that might account for the variegated features of the lesions developing at distinct phases of postnatal development is the different lifespan of mutant mice. Although...
Figure 10. SEGA pNSCs are endowed with tumorigenic potential and give rise to secondary tumors that resemble the corresponding human lesions both histologically and molecularly. (A) Tumors generated by the s.c. implantation of distinct pNSCs (H&E, right) reproduced the heterogeneity in morphology and cell composition observed in human SEGA samples (H&E, left). pNSC line L3–derived tumors were characterized by the prevalence of spindle-shaped cells, as in human specimen 3. Conversely, mouse SEGAs from L90 contained mostly large and giant cells, some of which were also multinucleated (arrows), as retrieved in patients 5 and 6. Tumors from line L1 comprised both spindle-shaped and giant cells at similar frequency, as shown in patients 10 and 13. (Original magnification, ×400 and ×600 in human samples; in mouse samples: L3 and L90 tumors, ×200, ×400, and ×600; L1 tumors, ×400 and ×600). (B) Subcutaneous tumors activated pS6, pAkt S473, pErk, and pNDRG1 (×600). Representative P15–17 TPN pNSC line L3. (C) Heatmap showing the top 10 increased/decreased genes differentially expressed between control pNSCs and mouse SEGAs, ranked based on their P value (P < 0.001). Blue, low; red, high (n = 3 independent biological replicates for each condition). Quantitative PCR analysis confirms Gpnmb as the top-ranking upregulated gene in mouse SEGAs (n = 3 independent biological replicates for each condition). Quantitative PCR results are expressed as the mean ± SEM. Two-group comparisons were performed with the independent-samples t test. *P < 0.05 (P = 0.0216). (D) GSEA enrichment plot indicating that the 809 genes upregulated in human SEGA versus normal control human brain tissue positively correlated with genes preranked based on their expression in pNSC-derived mouse SEGAs versus control pNSCs. Nominal P < 0.00001; FDR q < 0.00001; enrichment score, 0.178; normalized enrichment score, 5.69.
mouse models is effective in promoting tissue alterations that closely reproduce the human lesions, thus making burdensome gene targeting at embryonic stages unnecessary.

Postnatal periventricular lesions have been previously described in conditional inducible mice in which Tsc1 only was ablated in nestin-expressing pNSCs (7). Those lesions, developing along the SVZ and in the intraventricular foramen, have been identified as showing both SEN and SEGA features. However, while clearly reproducing SENs, those lesions did not recapitulate SEGAs, as they did not contain either giant or multinucleated cells, did not show expansive growth, and did not present evident signs of pathological inflammation, all of which, on the contrary, were retrieved in the tissue abnormalities developing in late-postnatally activated TPN mice.

Most relevantly and for the first time to our knowledge, the structural abnormalities developing in our TPN mice highlight the requirement for Akt hyperactivation to enhance the mTORC1-dependent development of TSC neurological lesions. Here we have shown that the mechanism accounting for the sustained activation of Akt observed in TPN mice is the impairment of the negative-feedback loop driven by pS6K1 as a consequence of Pten loss.

TPN mice activated at P10 and P15–17 live longer than other conditional models, they still show limited survival that we associated with the onset of cerebellar neurological signs (e.g., ataxic traits and motor deficits). Indeed, nestin expression in cerebellar NSCs persists up to 4 postnatal weeks (25). Thus, gene inactivation may take place in cerebellar pNSCs, thus markedly impacting on proper cerebellar neurogenesis. Accordingly, cerebellar alterations were evident in mutant mice activated at P10, while becoming less severe in TPN mice activated at P15–17 and disappearing in mutant mice activated at P24–26, when nestin expression is almost negligible (Paola Zordan and Rossella Galli, unpublished observations). The survival of the mutant mice increased accordingly. Thus, it is plausible that the extended lifespan of mutant mice activated at P24–26 may promote the “maturation” of early-stage SEGA-like lesions, such as those observed in mice activated at P15–17, into late-stage SEGA lesions with a more variegated and complex phenotype.

Notably, although the TSC neurological manifestations in patients arise during fetal developmental, postnatal targeting in mouse models is effective in promoting tissue alterations that closely reproduce the human lesions, thus making burdensome gene targeting at embryonic stages unnecessary.

Postnatal periventricular lesions have been previously described in conditional inducible mice in which Tsc1 only was ablated in nestin-expressing pNSCs (7). Those lesions, developing along the SVZ and in the intraventricular foramen, have been identified as showing both SEN and SEGA features. However, while clearly reproducing SENs, those lesions did not recapitulate SEGAs, as they did not contain either giant or multinucleated cells, did not show expansive growth, and did not present evident signs of pathological inflammation, all of which, on the contrary, were retrieved in the tissue abnormalities developing in late-postnatally activated TPN mice.

Figure 11. The tumorigenic potential of SEGA is modulated by mTORC2 pathway activation. (A) Rictor knockdown in pNSC negatively impacted on mTORC2 activation (WB). WB contains distinct lanes coming from replicate samples run on parallel gels. (B) Rictor silencing in pNSCs resulted in tumor growth impairment (histogram plot, left panel; example of tumor volumes, right panel). Results are expressed as the mean ± SEM. Two-group comparisons were performed with the independent-samples t test. *P < 0.05. Representative P15–17 TPN pNSC line L1. (C) Tumors in which mTORC2 was inactivated showed decreased pAktS473 and pNDRG1 activation (WB). WB contains distinct lanes coming from replicate samples run on parallel gels. (D) Rictor-silenced tumors were morphologically different from controls, as they contained only rare giant and/or large cells, being mostly composed of spindle-shaped cells (H&E; original magnification, ×400). In line with WB results, the activation of pAktS473 and pNDRG1 was reduced in Rictor-silenced tumors; no significant modifications were seen in pS6 and pERK activity (×400). Representative P15–17 TPN pNSC line L1.
sponding human lesions. Loss of the Tsc1-Tsc2 complex is known to attenuate mTORC2 activation, independent of Rheb and of the mTORC1-dependent negative feedback on Akt (27). However, as in our mouse models, Pten loss might promote Akt signaling toward its many downstream substrates, including mTORC2. Indeed, it has been recently shown that, in a variety of tissue-specific cell lines, AktT308 may work as an upstream activator of mTORC2 by phosphorylating mSin1T86 (28, 29). Similarly, in our SEGA lesions, mTORC2 might be hyperactivated by increased AktT308 phosphorylation, together with the contribution of other molecular players. The resulting mTORC2 hyperactivation might further promote Akt signaling, giving rise to a positive-feedback loop on AktS473 (29). Alternatively, the accumulation of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 species might be responsible for the negative-feedback loop inactivity and/or for the increase in Akt signaling in human lesions, such as those recently described that lead to activation of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway in distinct types of tumors (26). Indeed, here we report that the genes upregulated in human SEGAs, as described in (20), were enriched in several AKT-associated pathways.

Another interesting molecular event that emerged from our results was the hyperactivation of mTORC2, retrieved not only in TPN mouse and pNSC-derived SEGAs, but also in the corresponding human lesions. Loss of the Tsc1-Tsc2 complex is known to attenuate mTORC2 activation, independent of Rheb and of the mTORC1-dependent negative feedback on Akt (27). However, as in our mouse models, Pten loss might promote Akt signaling toward its many downstream substrates, including mTORC2. Indeed, it has been recently shown that, in a variety of tissue-specific cell lines, AktT308 may work as an upstream activator of mTORC2 by phosphorylating mSin1T86 (28, 29). Similarly, in our SEGA lesions, mTORC2 might be hyperactivated by increased AktT308 phosphorylation, together with the contribution of other molecular players. The resulting mTORC2 hyperactivation might further promote Akt signaling, giving rise to a positive-feedback loop on AktS473 (29). Alternatively, the accumulation of PtdIns(3,4,5)P3 species.
through Pten loss may also activate mTORC2 by releasing SIN1-PH inhibition (30). Thus, in addition to ERK hyperphosphorylation, which was previously described as restricted to human SEGAs (12, 13, 19), mTORC2 hyperactivation might also be involved in the progression of SENs into SEGAs, as suggested by the impaired tumorigenicity of SEGA pNSCs following mTORC2 inactivation by Rictor knockdown. Importantly, since the histomorphological features of SENs and SEGAs failed to show any correlation with the clinical course or disease severity, the activation status of mTORC2 might be exploited as a novel biomarker to help identify TSC patients with SENs at risk of evolution into SEGA or stratify SEGA-bearing patients.

Here we report that single mTOR inhibition by rapamycin is sufficient to reduce mouse SEGA burden. Rapalog-induced mTOR inhibition in cancer cell lines and in tumor models displaying mTOR hyperactivation is known to promote IRS-1 expression and to abrogate feedback inhibition of the pathway, resulting in prolonged Akt activation. To overcome this issue, dual inhibition of mTOR and Akt has been proposed as an alternative strategy to rapalogs in order to treat TSC-associated lesions. In model systems displaying mTOR hyperactivation by deletion of Tsc1 only, different studies described the effect of the combined inhibition of mTOR and Akt by either coadministration of rapamycin with a single Akt inhibitor (31), or delivery of a dual PI3K-mTOR inhibitor (32). The first study indicated that the combination of rapamycin (delivered, to be noted, at unusually low doses) and a single Akt inhibitor was more effective than each single agent alone in impairing the growth of Tsc1–/– Tsc2–/– fibroblast–derived grafts (31). On the contrary, the second study reported that the rapalog and the dual inhibitor had indistinguishable effects on the growth of TSC-associated mouse kidney cystadenomas and tumors (32).

In contrast, our experimental setting relies on the constitutive activation of not only mTOR but also Akt through Pten loss that makes the negative feedback on IRS-1 inactive and leads to basal Akt and mTORC2 hyperactivation. Indeed, in our study, we demonstrated persistent mTORC2 hyperactivation in both mouse brain lesions and human SEGA specimens and proved that it plays a central role in the regulation of SEGA growth. Thus, the superior efficacy of rapamycin treatment on the growth of mouse SEGAs in comparison with the dual PI3K-mTOR kinase inhibitor PI-103 as described in our study might relate to the observation that prolonged rapamycin treatment strongly impairs Akt signaling by very efficiently interfering with the assembly of mTORC2 (33). Accordingly, although PI-103 was effective in reducing both pS6 and pAkt activation in mouse SEGAs, it performed poorly in inhibiting mTORC2, as shown by the sustained activation of the mTORC2 surrogate markers pAkt (473) and pNDRG1. Thus, in agreement with results from recent clinical trials (34, 35), chronic treatment with rapalogs alone seems to be sufficient for significantly reducing the burden of brain-associated TSC lesions as SEGAs.

To date, genetic and biochemical studies on TSC have been performed mostly by exploiting Tsc1- or Tsc2-null mouse embryonic fibroblasts or other standard cell lines, which, although highly proficient as in vitro model systems, do not recapitulate tissue-specific features. Very recently, neural progenitors derived from induced pluripotent stem cells have been isolated from TSC patient specimens. However, these cellular models only partially reproduce the neurological defects seen in TSC (36, 37). On the contrary, the mouse SEN and SEGA pNSCs described in our study make available a powerful and unprecedented in vitro model that uniquely mimics the cellular and molecular features of TSC brain abnormalities also upon transplantation, as demonstrated by IHC and RNA-Seq–based transcriptome profiling of pNSC-derived mouse SEGAs, and that, together with the corresponding in vivo mouse models, might be instrumental to identify lesion-specific molecular alterations and novel therapeutic vulnerabilities.

**Methods**

**Generation of TPN mice.** To generate Tsc1–/–Pten–/– Nestin-CreER22 (TPN) mutant mice, mixed-background (129S4/SvJae, C57BL/6) Tsc1–/–Pten–/– mice (both from The Jackson Laboratory) were intercrossed with Nestin-CreER22 heterozygous mice (17). We obtained Tsc1–/–Pten–/– Nestin-CreER22 mice in Mendelian ratios, which were then mated twice with Tsc1–/–Pten–/– mice, in order to obtain Tsc1–/–Pten–/– Nestin-CreER22 mice. We used “c,” “WT,” and “–” to denote the conditional (floxed), WT, and null alleles of Tsc1/Pten mice.

To monitor Cre activity, we intercrossed TPN mice with a Tomato (tdT) conditional reporter mouse line [The Jackson Laboratory; B6.Cg-Tg(Rosa26Sortm14(CAG-tdTomato)Hze/J]. Mutant animals were genotyped by tail-derived genomic DNA PCR using the following primers: Tsc1 forward 4536, AGAGAGCCTCTTCTGCTTACCC; Tsc1 reverse 6548, TGGGTCCTGACCTATCTCTCTA; Tsc1 reverse 4830, CAGCTCCGACCATGAAGTG; Pten forward, CAAGACACTCTCGCAACCTGAAG; Pten reverse, AAGTTTTTGAAGGCAAGATGC; Cre forward, TATATTTCAATGCCGGCG; Cre reverse, GCCATCCCCAGAAATGGCCGAC; TdT forward oIMR9020 WT, AAGGGAGCTCGACTGGAGTA; TdT reverse oIMR9021 WT, CGGAAAATCTGTGGGAAGTC; TdT reverse oIMR9021WT, CGGAAAATCTGTGGGAAGTC; TdT forward oIMR9021 WT, CGGAAAATCTGTGGGAAGTC; TdT reverse oIMR9021 WT, CGGAAAATCTGTGGGAAGTC; TdT reverse oIMR9021 WT, CGGAAAATCTGTGGGAAGTC.

For CreERT2 activation, tamoxifen (TMX; Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in corn oil (Sigma-Aldrich) at a final concentration of 10 mg/ml and then injected i.p. at 0.1 mg/g body weight at the different postnatal time points.

**Immunostaining on frozen sections.** Brains from adult mice were fixed for 24 hours in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) at 4°C, dehydrated with 30% sucrose, and then frozen in OCT compound. Ten-micrometer-thick frozen sections were washed with PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 24 hours, dehydrated, and then injected i.p. at 0.1 mg/g body weight at the different postnatal time points.

**Immunostaining on paraffin-embedded sections.** From paraffin-embedded mouse brains and human samples, 2-μm-thick paraffin sections were obtained, deparaffinized, rehydrated, treated for antigen retrieval, and incubated in 10% serum blocking solution before incubation with primary antibodies at room temperature for 1 hour or at 4°C for 18 hours (Supplemental Table 8).

Biotin-conjugated secondary antibodies (Vector Laboratories) were used for Vectastain Elite ABC development and Dako EnVi-
Isolation and characterization of pNSCs from control and mutant TPN mice. pNSC cultures were established by neurosphere assay (NSA) (38) under mildly hypoxic (5% O2) culture conditions from the SVZ of adult control and mutant P10 and P15–17 TPN mice. Tissues from single animals were dissociated by trituration after enzymatic digestion in a papain-containing mixture and used to establish single neurosphere cultures. Cells were cultured in NSA medium, i.e., DMEM/F12 supplemented with EGF (20 ng/ml) and FGF2 (10 ng/ml) (PeproTech) (39). Neurospheres were collected every 3–5 days and, after dissociation, seeded under the same culture conditions. The total number of viable cells was assessed at each passage by trypan blue (Sigma-Aldrich) exclusion.

To evaluate multipotency and differentiation potential, pNSCs were seeded at a density of 3 × 10^4 cells/cm² on Matrigel-coated glass coverslips in 24-well plates. Cells were then cultured sequentially in different media to promote, respectively, the selection, expansion, and differentiation of pNSCs. Briefly, pNSCs were cultured for 48 hours in proliferation medium containing both EGF and FGF2 to select for undifferentiated progenitors, followed by 3 days of culture in the same medium containing only FGF2, in order to promote the expansion of lineage-restricted precursors. Then, to promote terminal differentiation, cells were cultured in mitogen-free medium containing 2% FBS for an additional 5 days. Cells were fixed with 4% PFA for 10 minutes after 48 hours and at the end of differentiation and then processed for the detection of lineage antigens.

Immunoﬂuorescence on pNSCs. Cells were incubated with 0.1% Triton/1% BSA/PBS for 30 minutes. Nonspecific sites were blocked with blocking solution 1% BSA/10% Normal Goat Serum/PBS for at least 30 minutes. Coverslips were incubated overnight with primary antibodies and revealed with Alexa Fluor secondary antibodies (Supplemental Table 8). Images were acquired by a Nikon camera (DS-Ri2) (Supplemental Table 8). Images were acquired by a Nikon camera (DS-Ri2) using CellF imaging software (Soft Imaging System GmbH).

RNA sequencing. RNA from mouse SEGAs and WT NSCs was extracted using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). Each microgram of total RNA was reverse-transcribed using first-strand synthesis kit Superscript III RNaseH Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) and oligo-dT primers. Quantitative real-time PCR was carried out by IQ SybrGreen technology (Bio-Rad) following the manufacturer’s instructions. β-Actin was used as housekeeping gene. The sequences of mouse-specific Gpmmb primers were: forward, CGGCTCTCACCCTCTAACCT; reverse, CAAATTGATGGTGGCTCTGT.

Bioinformatics analysis. Differentially expressed gene lists were analyzed using preranked gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (40). Genes were preranked using the log, fold change of the expression values between mouse SEGAs and control samples. The human SEGA gene set included in the GSEA was obtained from ref. 20. Pathway enrichment analysis was performed by Enrichr (http://amp.pharm.mssm.edu/Enrichr/).

Gene silencing. Rictor silencing was performed by exploiting commercially available lentiviral vectors coding for gene-specific shRNA clones (Mission RNAi, Sigma-Aldrich). Ifection of pNSCs was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
trol mouse of the original 4 was excluded from the study because its volume value was a statistical outlier, i.e., greater than 2 SDs from the mean. When tumors reached 10–20 mm³ in volume, mice were treated for 5 days a week with vehicle or each of the 2 inhibitors. Rapamycin was prepared and delivered as outlined above; PI-103 (Selleck Laboratories) was dissolved in 100% DMSO, stored at −20°C, and diluted in a vehicle solution containing 50% DMSO at a final concentration of 5 mg/kg immediately before i.p. injection. Mice were sacrificed 71 days after transplantation and tumors processed for IHC.

Statistics. For animal experiments, n represents the number of animals generated, treated, and analyzed. For experiments involving in vitro NSC cultures, n represents the number of single mouse-derived NSC lines. For experiments involving transplanted NSC lines, n represents the number of individual animals that were transplanted with a single NSC line.

Results for continuous variables were expressed as mean ± SEM. Two-group comparisons were performed with the independent-samples 1-tailed Student’s t test. P values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Study approval. The retrospective study on human SEN and SEGA samples (n = 3 and n = 15, respectively) was conducted in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki and with policies approved by the Ethics Board of Spedali Civili di Brescia, University of Brescia. Specifically, for the retrospective and exclusively observational study on archival material obtained for diagnostic purposes, patient consent was not needed (Delibera del Garante n. 52 del 24/7/2008 and DL 193/2003).

All animal experiments were approved by and performed in accordance with the guidelines of the International Care and Use Committee.
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